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Precise road management engineered
in a luxury automobile.
High-tech engineering, luxury for six. That’s
the new Ninety-Eight Regency Brougham.
Each wheel has its own independent
suspension to give you a smooth,
controlled ride. You feel the
road, but not the bumps.
A spirited new 3.8 liter multi-port fuel injected engine is
standard on Brougham models.
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Eight level, with varying
Electronic Instnnnent Panel
passenger or trunk loads.
. .This Ninety-Eight also features a
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^ j,,^ -n e w 3-year/36,000-mile, limA ^ ite d new-car warranty. A deductible may apply. See your dealer
for details and a test drive.
Electronic
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Some Oldsmobilcs are equipped with
engines produced by other GM divisions.
subsidiaries or affiliated companies worldwide. See your dealer for details.

Howard “Big Brother" Reinhardt, dean o f the College o f Arts and
Sciences, brushes up on 1984 in preparation fo r this year’s Alumni
College. See page / / fo r more details.
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Cover: If you’re wondering what college students look like these days, well,
Kathie Horejsi, left, and Jeremy Blanchard, both of Missoula, are just about
typical. For a rundown on the latest in campus fashions, see page 8. (Photo
by Martin Horejsi)
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Forum
Shack date year late

Cigarette ad repugnant to reader

1 enjoyed your article on the Journalism Shack. It brought back
many memories of my days in the School of Journalism.
I wonder if you were not a year late in the date when the JSchool moved into Marcus Cook Hall? I entered the University of
Montana in the fall of 1919. The school had already moved into
Cook Hall (I don’t ever remember calling it anything but the
Shack) and the old quarters were already in use for the store.
I’ve been working on the history of the church I attend in
Milwaukee—the building itself goes back 100 years—so 1 know
how hard it is to dig up accurate information. The part about the
tents was new to me, but I can imagine Dean Stone inspiring his
students to do almost anything. He was a remarkable character.
Sincerely,
Agnes Boyd Troeger ’23
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Shack story prompts

91ft

I recentjy read your story in the November Montanan about the
old Journalism Shack and it really brought back memories.
1 attended the “U” from 1924 through 1926—a journalism
major. The economy prevented my finishing, ’til later, at Dillon.
I had the great good fortune to be taught by the wonderful
Dean Stone. He loved Montana and helped his students learn to
express their lovp for it also.
While in Missoula 1 worked as a secretary for Dorr Skeels,
forestry professor, in his office.
I became acquainted with some of the finest clean-cut young
men and one girl forester, “Joe” Darlington. 1 bought the enclosed
three Kaimins and have cherished them through the years. They
are almost 60 years old.
1 am 77 and getting pretty frail and will soon have to give up my
home. I am a “pack rat” who can’t bear to throw away things of
value. 1 |ike to see things go where they will do the most good.
Sorry to impose on you, but 1 thought you might know where
the books would be appreciated. Either on your own reference
shelf (which any writer must have), or perhaps to someone in the
forestry school.
The old Foresters’ Balls were such productions in those days. I
hope the “U" has been able to retain those good wholesome values
we used to find there. Times are so different now.
I feel that I have partially lived up to Dean Stone’s expectation.
I tried. 1 have been in Montana 73 years. I wrote a small historical
book in 1967 honoring our beloved Montana ranch. It was in your
“U” library called Napi's Lookout. I wish 1 could go on forever
praising Montana as it used to be.
As ever,
Dorothy Sparling Hamaker
Box 576
Shelby. Montana
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I received my copy of the Montanan recently and was—I
hesitate to use the word—disgusted to turn the beautiful cover and
find an advertisement for Vantage cigarettes just inside.
Now I am not one who likes to sit back and wait for others to
commit some error in judgment, taste, etc. and then in a fit of selfrighteousness pounce upon them. However, the incongruity of this
advertisement appearing, and appearing so prominently, in a
University publication ignited a considerable flame of outrage in
me when 1 saw it.
Since 1 was 11 years old, I have been smoking these things and I
can say without qualification that the willful perpetuation of this
abominable narcotic drug—especially in an official publication of
an institution of “higher” learning—is without question
unconscionable, distasteful and absolutely diametrically opposed
to the purposes of education at any level. Said purpose, in so
many words, is to help set all people free—not to further enslave
them as our purveyors of drugs would do.
And 1 will not accept the lame and thoughtless psychology that
money from these degenerate sources is necessary to conduct the
affairs, including public relations, of our University.
Do you not understand that in publishing this kind of
advertising you are assisting in the negative conditioning and
chemical enslavement of humanity? Pompous words, you say?
They nevertheless are true. Every thought, feeling, word and deed
expressed in this wor|d today either adds to the momentum of
freedom or enslavement—and they all add up. We all have many
personal challenges in our own lives, but we must never under the
auspices of our public ipstitutions be party to promoting
degeneration in any form.
Please forgive my assertiveness here, but I am trying to cut
through some dangerous modes of thinking and assist in the
development of your awareness that your personal and
professional obligations transcend joining forces with these
instruments of disease and death, especially in the area of
University relations. In the meantime, I will continue to work at
getting free of my own habit and absolutely discourage anyone in
every way never to get close to these horrible creations.
In the spirit of the times, I am sincerely yours,
Prjnter Bowler
Bigfork, Montana

Additives article applauded
Your article on food additives—chemistry—is so informative.
Thanx! It’s comforting to know just what all those ingredients are
in our consumptions.
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Brigid Prendergast
Houston, Texas

Around the Oval
School of Education strengthens teacher-education curriculum
L e e Von Kuster, chairman of teacher education, reports his
department is making its program more field related and
strengthening the teacher-education program.
He notes the faculty has always served public schools,
conducting in-service training, consulting on curriculum and
supervising student teachers. Now, however, he says the faculty is
involved in a much more coordinated effort in cooperating with
schools.
Since January 1, secondary teachers have been certified to teach

grades five and six as well as seven through twelve. To prepare
them to teach younger children, secondary-education majors now
must take “Developmental Psychology.”
Other curriculum changes, adopted or recommended, require
prospective teachers to take courses to acquaint them with use of
computers in the classroom and with the needs of handicapped
and gifted children.
“I’m pleased with what the Department of Teacher Education is
doing,” says John D. Pulliam, dean of the School of Education.
“It’s a good way to improve teacher education.”

UM business community raises
record amount for Excellence Fund
T h e year 1984 should be a good one for the University—at least
members of the Missoula business community think so. Local
business and professional people raised a record amount of money
in a record amount of time in support of the Excellence Fund.
The local 1984 goal was $84,000, a 26 percent increase over last
year’s goal, to be raised primarily from the Missoula business
community. But less than three months after the drive kicked off,
a total $89,755 in contributions had been received.
UM President Neil S. Bucklew said the generous response
reflects the confidence of the community in the University. “It’s
wonderful to have the money, and it’s also symbolic of the
cooperation and feeling of the people in Missoula,” he said.
The nationwide goal for the Excellence Fund, now in its fifth
year, is $200,000. The Fund is administered by the UM
Foundation, a non-profit corporation.

UM publication first winner
of international award

I'M / Howard Skaggs

PLA Y THERAPY—Showing o ff the new $450,000 quarters o f the
Clinical Psychology Center, Professor John G. Watkins, kneeling,
explains to Vice President J. Michael Easton, left, and President
Neil Bucklew how doll houses and other toys are used to treat
children. The playroom was incorporated into the new building
because children communicate better through playthings than
words. Besides providing clinical service to clients o f all ages,
referred by courts, doctors and others, the center is a research
facility. It also is a training ground fo r doctoral students in clinical
psychology.

^ \ontana Business Quarterly, published by the University’s
Bureau of Business and Economic Research, received the 1983
publications award from the Association of University Business
and Economic Research (AUBER). The UM publication was the
first recipient of the award.
Maxine C. Johnson, director of the bureau, and Mary L.
Lenihan, editor of the quarterly, were in Las Vegas for the award
presentation at the 1983 annual meeting of AUBER.
AUBER judged the UM publication to be the outstanding
periodical in business and economic research within the
association, rating it superior in overall quality, writing and
editing, content and layout.
AUBER membership includes more than 150 economic and
business research units in colleges and universities in 44 states and
six countries.
Montana Business Quarterly prints information about and
interpretation of Montana’s economic environment. Subscriptions
are available from the Bureau of Business and Economic
Research.
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Larry Krystkowiak
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Grizzlies win 23 basketball games,
earn second place in UM history
by Dave Guffey

.A. 20-game winning season in basketball circles is like scaling
Everest—you rarely do it once and to do it two times is almost
unheard of.
Well, sixth-year University of Montana men’s basketball coach
Mike Montgomery and his team have gone to new heights the
past couple of seasons. The Grizzlies won 23 games in 1984, the
second most in the school’s 80-year basketball history.
The 1983 record of 21-8 marks the first time in Montana
history a team has had back-to-back 20-game winning seasons.
The Grizzlies won their first nine games, including road wins
at Air Force and Washington State. The team then knocked off
nationally ranked Cal State Fullerton 60-46 to win its own
Champion Holiday Classic IV tournament.
“Krysko was expected to play an important role for us, and we
expected him to be one of the top rebounders in the league,” said
Montgomery, who boasts a career record of 111-58 (an average
of 18.5 wins a season). “What we got was even more than we
bargained for.”
Krystkowiak was named the Big Sky Conference’s regular
season most valuable player in a unanimous vote by the league’s
basketball coaches. He and senior guard Marc Glass also were
named to the Associated Press All-American Honorable
Mention college basketball team by a 10-member panel of sports
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writers and broadcasters.
A 6-foot-9 graduate of Missoula’s Big Sky High School,
Krystkowiak led the Big Sky Conference in scoring and
rebounding, averaging 18 points and 10.5 rebounds a game. He
ranked in the top five in field-goal percentage (54.7%), free-throw
percentage (80.5%) and minutes played (35.6 a game).
He led the team in scoring 17 times in 30 games and in
rebounding 25 times.

Sports
In addition to Glass, two other seniors, guard Doug Selvig and
forward Rob Hurley, started for their third straight seasons and
were top performers. These three seniors had 80 wins in their
four years, averaging an unprecedented 20 victories per year.
Glass had one of the best years by a guard in recent history at
UM and was named first-team all-Big Sky along with
Krystkowiak. Glass shot 54.7 percent from the field and 81.1
percent from the line. He averaged 11.8 points a game and set a
single-season assists record of 145, breaking the old mark (121)
by teammate Selvig the previous season.
Selvig and Hurley were named conference honorable-mention
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Doug Selvig
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selections, an honor they had both received the previous season
as well.
Selvig tied Glass in scoring, each ending up with 355 points.
Selvig averaged 5.1 rebounds and 3.8 assists per contest, ranking
him second on the team in both categories.
Hurley, a 6-4'/$ forward from Anaconda, finished with 322
rebounds for a 10.7 average, and shot 51 percent from the field.
Hurley, a dead-eye shooter, is a 52-percent career field-goal
shooter.
The other starter, 6-10 sophomore Larry McBride from
Anchorage, was the top shot blocker in the league. He blocked
58 shots, blocking five shots in four different games.
Glass, a 6-3 guard from Battle Ground, Wash., and Selvig, 64'/4, from Outlook, left their marks in the Grizzly record book.
Not only did Glass set the single-season assists record but he
narrowly missed the career standard of 372 set by Michael Ray
Richardson. Glass had 369 career assists while Selvig was third
with 361.
The backcourt duo became only the 11th and 12th Grizzly
players in history to score 1,000 or more career points. Selvig
finished as the number 12 scorer with exactly 1,000 points. Glass
is now the 9th ranked Grizzly career scorer with 1,091 points.
The leader is Richardson with 1,827 points.
Krystkowiak’s 539 points ranks him third in single-season
scoring. The most points in a season is 701, scored by Bob Cope
in 1949-50, the year UM was 27-4. Krystkowiak already has 435
career rebounds and needs only 37 more to move into the top 12.
The leader is Ken McKenzie (859).
Krystkowiak also set a single-season record in free throws with
169. breaking Craig Zanon's 1981 mark of 161.
Once again the Grizzlies posted a 9-5 Big Sky record, giving
them a second-place regular-season finish. Montana played
intrastate rival Montana State in the first round of the league’s
postseason tournament, winning 76-64.

Rob Hurley

f%

The Grizzlies met Nevada-Reno, upset winners of host Weber
State, for the league championship and an NCAA tournament
berth. A last-second steal and score gave Nevada-Reno a 71-69
win.
Krystkowiak and Selvig were named to the all-tournament
team, and Krystkowiak established numerous tournament
records under its new three-game format. (UM hosted Northern
Arizona the Tuesday prior to the Big Sky Conference
tournament, winning 69-54 and advancing to the four-team
championships.)
Krystkowiak established tournament records for minutes
played (116), free throws made (23) and points (71).
As a team, the Grizzlies established a new free-throw record,
making 512 of 695 for 73.6 percent. The old mark was 72.5
percent (496 of 684), set in 1980-81.
The Grizzlies were nationally ranked in three categories.
Montana was ranked third in field-goal percentage defense
(41.9), 11th in rebound margin (+5.9) and 15th in scoring margin
(+11.3). Defense continued to shine for the Grizzlies as they led
the Big Sky in that category for the 1Ith time in 12 seasons.
Yes, it was quite a “peak” for the Grizzly basketball team in
1984. Who knows what heights 1985 will bring?

Lady Griz in NCAA tournament
With a record of 26-3, the Lady Griz were the winners of
the Mountain West Conference regular season and
tournament. At press time, they were scheduled to play
Oregon State in the opening round of the NCAA
tournament in Missoula.See next month’s Sports for a
wrap-up of the women’s basketball season.
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Course of the Month

Julie Code//, UM associate professor o f art history and criticism, lectures at the Missoula
Museum o f Art.

The art of teaching art criticism

. . . but I know what I like!
by Julie F. Codell
F o r most people art criticism is a mystical activity. How do
critics judge a work of art? How can they tell if it is good or bad?
Or. even more intriguing, if it is great? What secrets of judgment,
training or intuition does a critic need to qualify as a judge of art?
Most people are intrigued by criticism, yet know very little about
it.
At the University of Montana, courses in art criticism have been
developed over the last six years, creating a unique course offering
in an area traditionally ignored by academia. Recently criticism
has gained more attention as a professional activity, and there are
emerging courses in art criticism at several universities. At the
University of Montana, courses in art criticism have provided a
pioneer study of the methods and varieties of art criticism.
Courses exist for undergraduates and graduate students. The
beginning criticism course offers students a study of several critical
methods and schools in an attempt to help them read for the
hidden assumptions and intentions (the subtext) of critical writing.
They also learn to write criticism as well as to analyze the writings
of professional critics. Three upper-division courses in the social
history of art analyze works of art chronologically as reflections of
their contemporary society, history and cultural values. Upperdivision seminars offer special topics in criticism such as
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formalism/anti-formalism, film criticism, critical methodologies,
postmodernism. The graduate seminar in criticism centers on
critiques of student works and discussions of critical writing in
current art journals.
Modern art criticism has its roots in the Italian Renaissance,
beginning with Vasari’s Lives o f the Artists. During the
Renaissance, art dealer^ and collectors increased in number, and
the general public became more interested in art as patrons and as
spectators. Renaissance art criticism was mostly about the artists'
lives and their most famous works. Modern art criticism appeared
first in mid-eighteenth-century Europe. The French writer Diderot
was one of the first to write critical reviews of the annual Salons,
the official art exhibitions held in France. Like Diderot, the most
famous art critics have been great poets, novelists, or essayists:
Charles Baudelaire, Emile Zola, Henry James, John Ruskin,
William Carlos Williams, William Thackeray, Guillaume
Apollinaire, August Strindberg, Stendhal. Based on this historical
precedent, many art magazines today hire professional writers as
art critics. Professional writers are equipped with a rich, evocative
vocabulary, a gifted visual sensibility, and an awareness of their
audience. There are also art critics who are art historians, and a
third group who are professional art critics, neither writers nor
professors; many critics in this last category began their careers as
artists.

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA

In the nineteenth century, art criticism was often written by
untrained hack writers, but since 1850 newspapers and popular
magazines have increasingly hired knowledgeable writers well
educated in the arts. Professional publications usually contain
several types of critical writing: short reviews of current
exhibitions, longer critical surveys on a major movement or artist,
and theoretical essays. Theoretical essays focus on the
philosophical perspectives that form the foundation of a critic’s
writing and thinking, such as formalism, structuralism, linguistic
analysis, de-construction, psychoanalysis, existentialism, Marxism.
Every critic’s writing is rooted in his or her philosophy of art as
much as it is influenced by the critic's education, social experience
and personal taste.
The main tasks of art criticism are analysis and evaluation, but
these two are often not entirely separable. Analysis may include a
description of a work (an important feature for readers who have
not yet seen the work discussed), a discussion of the formal
features (line, shape, color, scale, spatial illusions, composition),
and perhaps references to art from the past which has provided a
tradition for the work being discussed. Evaluation is a judgment
about the quality of the work, taking into consideration whether
the formal elements enhance the subject, whether the work is
technically consistent with the intentions of the artist (which the
critic usually has to reconstruct), whether the content (the meaning
of the work as a combination of subject and formal properties) is
significant or trivial. Of course, analysis and evaluation may be
intertwined; a highly charged description filled with powerful
adjectives clearly indicates the critic’s evaluation of a work.
Many critics devote their primary efforts to analysis, telling their
readers how to understand the works and how to read meaning
from the elements in the work. Works of art also allude to life
outside the work itself, and a sensitive critic picks up these
allusions and explains how they function to indicate meaning or
significance. A discussion about how to interpret meaning from
such a complex web of formal properties, images, allusions to
contemporary culture and art historical resonances is quite
sufficient a task to engage any critic and probably most readers.
Critics who focus on meaning hope to educate the art viewer and
to close the gap between the artist, often isolated in his or her
studio, and the audience, who rarely gets to meet or know the
artist personally.
The content of art works is varied: artists are concerned with the

nature of perception, social problems, scientific and technological
discoveries and concepts, and a multitude of issues both historical
and contemporary. A critic’s task is to unravel these concerns first,
and then to indicate if the artist has successfully used materials,
composition, and images to justify and express the meaning.
Evaluation, though a difficult task, is not simply based on
intuition. Critics are trained in artistic techniques, in writing, and
in art history. Furthermore, they share the artist’s world. This is
the primary difference between the subject of art history, which is
the art of the past, and the subject of criticism, which is the art of
the present, contemporary world. Many critics have an
acquaintance with artists, too, in addition to their training as
writers and as students of art history and techniques.
Yet, critics may differ with one another about the quality of an
artist’s work. The best a critic can do is to make clear the basis of
his or her judgment and to articulate as clearly and openly as
possible why he or she judges the work to be poor, good, or
brilliant. In revealing the sources of judgment, the critic
communicates the bases on which we, too, can validate and
understand that judgment. In this way the critic also de-mystifies
art criticism by revealing the steps of his or her own thinking and
thereby exposing the process of evaluation. Such de-mystification
goes a long way in helping the audience understand both art
criticism and art itself as processes whose steps can be explicated,
understood and shared among artists, critics and audience.
Recommended Readings
Alioway, Lawrence, Topics in American Art Since 1945.
Battcock, Gregory, Why Art?
Berger, John, Ways o f Seeing.
Greenberg, Clement, Art and Culture.
Hauser, Arnold, Social History o f Art.
Kozloff, Max, Renderings.
Lippard, Lucy, Changing: Essays in Art Criticism.
O’Hara, Frank, Art Chronicles.
Porter, Fairfield, Art in its Own Terms.
Rosenberg, Harold, The De-definition o f Art.
Steinberg, Leo, Other Criteria.
Venturi, Lionello, History o f Art Criticism.
Journals
Artforum, Art in America. Arts Magazine, Artweek, Art News
Julie discusses a piece
o f ceramic art with
Mickey Hawkins,
left, president o f the
Art Associates o f
Missoula, as Peggy
Peschel, right, o f
Missoula, looks on.
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When it comes to fashion,
UM students know where it’s at
by Joanne De Pue
K n o w how to tell a Montana preppie from an East Coast
preppie?
A would-be UM preppie was checking out the campus at
Harvard and asked one of the students if he could point out where
the library was at.
The Harvard preppie, with great disgust, said, “My good man,
we at Harvard don’t end our sentences with prepositions.”
The UM student enthusiastically replied, “In that case, can you
point out where the library is at, you dumb jerk?”
In case you don’t know what a preppie is, a preppie is one who
dresses like he or she just stepped out of the L.L. Bean catalog. Ivy
League dress may be in style with college students these days, but
any self-respecting UM preppie still acts like a Montanan.
Those who haven’t been on campus in a while may be surprised
to see how fashions have changed in recent years. While clothes
don’t necessarily make the student, it seems that the generation
gap, if it exists at all, is more a matter of clothes than age. If you
thought students were hard to understand in the ’70s, it wasn’t so
much that they were against war, it was what they wore. Long
hair, love beads and hippie clothes were a statement.

Seven Philleo, a sophomore drama major from Poison,
models the "preppie” look.
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So what’s it like today? Well, the preppie look, which was all
the rage back East a couple years ago, has caught on, although in
a slightly altered form. When a UM preppie says he’s from “back
East,” most likely he means east of the Divide. UM preppies favor
all-cotton alligator-type shirts with the collars turned up, tan
chinos, and hard-soled leather moccasins. You can always tell
Montana preppies from East-coast preppies by their cotton crew
socks. A true preppie never, but never, wears socks. In Montana,
fashion is somewhat compromised by survival, especially during
the winter.
Unlike the preppie, the UM “new wavo” would rather die than
look as though he or she had come from a good family. The goal
with this group is to look cool and tough, like a rock star. And if,
in the process, the new wavo shocks or disgusts parents or other
more conservative folks, so much the better.
The look originated in London in the late 1970s with a music
and fashion known as “punk rock.” The punks were mainly
working-class unemployed teenagers. They dyed their hair purple,
green, blue or other bright colors, cropped it close to the head and
wore ripped T-shirts, leather mini-shirts, fishnet stockings, black
leather jackets, chains, spiked bracelets and dog collars.
The punk-rock look found its way to Montana a few years ago.

Kathie Horejsi, a junior journalism and liberal arts major
from Missoula, in “granola” garb.
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but it didn't really catch on. For one thing, being a punk meant
one was angry at the world and preferably unemployed and
British. That makes things a little difficult for the middle class
Billings, Montana, punk, who probably has a part-time job at the
Dairy Queen and lives in a home with a color television and a
microwave.
Besides, it’s dangerous for a young man to have purple hair in a
small Montana town where the ranchers are still trying to get used
to the idea of men with pony tails.
A few punks have been seen at UM, though they’ve gone for a
softer look better classified as new wave. New wavos shop at thrift
stores or garage stores for that lived-in look. They almost always
choose black over any other color in clothing and the women wear
only plastic jewelry.
Another fashion phenom is the “digital” man. He can be
recognized by his polyester slacks, polyester short-sleeved shirt,
white socks and black patent leather slip-on loafers. He almost
always carries a row of pens in his shirt pocket, one of which
inevitably contains a digital clock. Look for the calculator on his
belt and the digital watch that can give the time in any country of
the world at a press of a button. The digital man is truly a member
of the computer age.
The ever present “granola” look reflects the tastes of the truly
organic. The granola goes for the natural look in active wear just
as he goes for natural ingredients in the food he eats. A favorite
granola ensemble would include a gray wool sweater with
matching gray wool socks and rumpled corduroy trousers. For the

Brian Rygg, a senior journalism major'from Great Falls,
models the "digital” look.

woman, it’s a gauze-printed skirt made in India and dangly
elkhorn earrings. In footwear, it’s leather sandals all the way.
The granola is not to be confused with the “shrub,” a term
reserved for forestry majors, who are usually decked out in plaid
flannel shirts, logging boots and blue jeans that stop a couple
inches above the ankle.
Now and again you’ll see a few cowboys on campus—not the
urban type but the real McCoy wearing 10-gallon hats with
distinctive Montana brims. These guys usually belong to the rodeo
club, and it’s a good bet they know their way around a horse.
Some students, particularly the women, look really dressed up.
Usually these people are freshmen.
You can recognize graduate students, not by what they wear,
but by what they carry. For some reason returning students,
particularly the older ones, love to carry backpacks. Perhaps, after
lugging around purses and briefcases, they find it liberating.
Now that it’s winter, down coats and parkas are big. It’s hard to
tell the skiers from the non-skiers, although the cross-country
types usually wear lots of layers, vests, and Peruvian hats.
One thing’s for sure, if you ever happen to get lost on campus
and don’t recognize any of the above types, don’t despair. You can
always feel free to stop anyone, no matter what he or she looks
like, and ask directions. UM students will always be happy to tell
you where it’s at.
Joanne De Pue, o f Whitefish, is a senior majoring in English and
journalism. Martin Horejsi, the photographer, comes from
Missoula and is a sophomore majoring in psychology.

Deb Scherer, a sophomore political science honors major
from Missoula, reflects the “new wave” style.
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Faculty Profile
UM professor tends
plants, peace
by Cary E. Holmquist

H

e is an optimistic peacemaker, a widely respected scientist and
a proponent of healthy environments. But he does not sit at peace
conference tables, does not hold press conferences, has not won
Nobel Prizes.
His style is “low key.” He mixes with and enjoys people; teaches,
learns, works in laboratories; makes friends.
Professionally, he is known as UM botany professor Meyer
Chessin. Personally, to many alumni and people in many nations,
he is Mike.
Last June, Mike and his wife, Florence, returned from their first
trip to the Soviet Union. Although there on a Fulbright
Fellowship to teach and research plant physiology in Moscow and
Baku (Azerbaijan) universities, he said his purpose was greater
than the science, more humanitarian.
“I feel that 1 can make important contributions toward peace
and prevention of nuclear war by making and maintaining
contacts with scientists in Eastern-bloc countries,” the soft-spoken,
62-year-old professor said.
Through several research-grant visits, Mike has made extensive
contacts with scientists in Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and Romania. And
since he collaborates on research with some of them and respects
all of them, he calls them his colleagues.
However, Mike’s experience in the Soviet Union yielded
disappointingly little headway in his efforts to promote peace and
understanding through the use of science. He received a cold
shoulder to his repeated attempts to arrange research
collaborations and other contacts during his four months there.
Since his predecessor in the Fulbright program had enjoyed
marked success in research and cooperative projects with the
Soviets, the standoffish treatment he received surprised him.
“It seems that the deliberate rhetoric and policies of the Reagan
administration have alienated many Soviets from Americans,”
Mike said. “A few people there told me the American government
has made them feel that Americans regard Soviets as second-class
world citizens. Their reaction is understandable, but very
unfortunate and potentially dangerous for world peace.”
On the other hand, Mike also pointed out to them that the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan had not been helpful for relations
either.
The people Mike met informally express their deep
concerns about the need for peaceful relations between the
superpowers.
“Nuclear war is the number-one issue facing us today,” Mike
stresses. “And it is heightened by the continuing arms race and
very rapid and widespread deterioration in bilateral AmericanSoviet relations since the Reagan administration took office
almost three years ago.
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Meyer Chessin points out the spots on a tobacco leaf caused by
the tobacco-mosaic virus. Along with other varieties, this plant
and virus are part o f Chessin’s plant interferon research to
determine what the viral-infection-fighting protein is and how it
acts against viruses. He has several colleagues in East European
countries and Israel with whom he collaborates on his research.
Plant interferon someday may have medical applications.
“My experience is just one example of how more people are
beginning to feel,” he continued. “Though Soviet people were
warm and friendly to us personally, we were not able to contact
and extend relationships outside university settings.”
Though discouraged by the present political climate, Mike
meanwhile has worked to spread understanding about the Soviets
among the people he can contact. He has narrated a slideshow—
with his own rendition of ethnic dance and song—about the Soviet
Union for several large audiences, including high school students
from around the state attending the Montana Model United
Nations at UM.
“1 want to do more of this,” Mike said, “because we need to
keep objective viewpoints about what people are like, without the
primitive opinions we tend to learn through misinformation and
propaganda."
Attempting to make it a two-way street, Mike has proposed
several research exchanges and collaborations with more
colleagues from Bulgaria and Romania. He hopes this year to
organize an exchange that would bring a Bulgarian professor to
work at UM, and also obtain a cooperative grant with a
Romanian colleague who would visit Mike to research plant
interferon, a viral-infection-fighting protein, and its applications.
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Alumni News
Big Brother wants Y O U to attend Alumni College
Dear Alumni and Friends,

M

any moons before the University of Montana Summer
Session, planning has begun for the twelfth annual Alumni
College. The theme has been chosen, the’faculty selected and the
site arranged. Now we need you to complete our program.
Alumni College offers graduates of all ages the opportunity to
engage in stimulating discussions with outstanding faculty
members of the University. The setting has customarily been at
western Montana resorts such as Holland Lake Lodge, Lost Trail
Hot Springs, the Izaak Walton Inn. The College has never been
held on the University of Montana campus, also a beautiful spot
in early August. This year we would like to incorporate the best of
both worlds. We will start on campus Friday, August 3. Saturday
we will travel to Lubrecht Forest, thirty miles northeast of
Missoula in the Blackfoot River Valley. The new UM Forestry
Center dedicated last autumn will be used for our seminars, unless
the beautiful setting lures us outdoors. A float trip on the
Blackfoot will be included in the afternoon program.
The new year suggested our theme: Nineteen Eighty-Four. Dean
Howard Reinhardt of the College of Arts and Sciences has agreed
to serve as “Big Brother” and co-chairman of the event. He helped
us select an excellent faculty for the program, including Stewart
Justman of the English Department. The Montanan included an
article on Prof. Justman and 1984 in its January issue. Other faculty

members include Dean John Pulliam of the School of Education;
Dean Ruth Patrick of Library Services; Richard Drake, history;
and James Cox, chemistry and education.
The School of Fine Arts and the Department of Continuing
Education are co-sponsoring a festival of the Fine arts on the
University of Montana campus July 22-August 5. Its theme is
“Chautauqua West: Frontier Festival of the Arts.” All things
considered, the University of Montana campus should be at its
best for a return visit. You could attend plays at the Riverfront
Tent Theater just before or after the Alumni College weekend.
Prices and accommodations will soon be determined. Please write
us at the Alumni Center for more information. 1984 could be the
time of your life!
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Sheila MacDonald Stearns
Director, Alumni Relations
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Coming events
April 26April 29May 14
April 30May 11
May 5

June 8
June 9

Career and Summer Job Festival — University
Center Ballroom, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
A Journey into Antiquity: “Classical Greece” plus a
7-day cruise of the Greek Isles and Turkey —
Alumni Travel Abroad
University of Montana Student Excellence Fund
Phonathon
Spring Football Game, a benefit for the Mike and
Maureen Mansfield Library — Dornblaser Field, 2
p.m.
“Alumni Night,” dinner and show — University
Center Ballroom
Rhodes Scholar Reunion — UM campus

June 10

Commencement — Fieldhouse, 2 p.m. Students who
graduated fall and winter quarters are welcome to
participate in commencement exercises. Please
contact the Registrar’s office for details.
Aug. 3-5
Alumni College: “ 1984” — UM campus and
Lubrecht Forest
Oct. 26-27 Homecoming — Grizzlies vs. University of Idaho
Vandals — Honoring reunion classes of 1934, 1949,
1959 and 1964
Nov. 7-12 “The Grizzlies in the Orient" — Hong Kong option
Nov. 10-19 “The Grizzlies in the Orient” — Japan tour. Mirage
Bowl will be played Nov. 18 — Grizzlies vs. Army.
Tokyo, Japan

Classnotes
20s

30s

Mrs. Abigail Graves Randolph ’23 writes from Nashville, Tenn.,
Fred H. Mass ’30 writes from Spokane, Wash., that he’s still
that it feels new to be 80 years old: “I’ve never been 80 before!”
busy enough at tree farming and at finding some workable
She’s also glad that three of her grandkids had a chance to visit
program for containing the knapweed invasion of northwestern
Montana this past summer.
forest and range lands. He and his wife Veronica are greatElizabeth Custer Nasset ’26 and her husband Edmund returned
grandparents of three new ones: twins Brandy Lyn and Joshua
in 1966 to Berkeley, where they had met as graduate students in
Adam Davis in Sacramento, and Stephanie Nicole McKenzie in
1927. Elizabeth is on the board of the U.C. Botanical Garden, is
Omaha. Fred adds, “Go Grizzlies!”
active in the U.C. Women’s Section Club, and is a docent at the
John G. and Mrs. Nelson ’31 traveled last October to San
Staybing Arboretum in San Francisco.
Clemente, Calif., to visit her sister and brother-in-law Vern
Agnes Getty Sloan ’26, M.A. ’31 has been awarded first place
Haugland ’31. Vern is the author of a new book. The Eagles War.
for narrative poems in the annual poetry competition sponsored
about the Eagle Squadrons, a group of American fliers who fought
by the California Federation of Chaparral Poets. “Wild Plums”
for England in the Battle of Britain.
tells the story of a pioneer woman in the Dakotas. Since retiring as
Katherine M. and Dalton H. Simmons '32 live in Spokane when
the chairman of the English department at Garden Grove High
they’re not jetsetting around the world. In October 1982, they flew
School, Agnes has made her home in Santa Ana, Calif.
to Japan, then cruised the coasts of Korea and China. In February
Mrs. Leslie Paul Laird ’27 writes from Downey, Calif., that she’s 1983 they flew to Florida, then cruised the Caribbean through the
just waiting for old age to creep up: “Phooey on the golden years.” Panama Canal to Acapulco. In October 1983, it was Vienna, then
Ruth O. and Malcolm C. Morrow ’27 write from their home on
a cruise down the Danube to the Black Sea. They’re planning two
Idlewood Drive in Kelseyville, Calif., that they just don’t desire to
or three such trips a year—health permitting!
wander too far from home anymore. Well. . . the Big Sky
Helen L. '32 and Alfred E. Spaulding ’32 write that they live on
Country welcomes you back should the hankering to travel take
the 13th fairway of the Twin Lakes Golf and Country Club and
you!
enjoy their retirement and the activities there. “We are close to the
Herbert E. Robinson ’27 has been retired eleven years. He and
Puget Sound between Tacoma and Seattle and get the saltwater
his wife Francesy live in Lagrange, 111.
breezes on hot summer days. We like to spend our Februarys in
“ 1983 brought me my 82nd foreign country—60-day ship
Southern California and Yuma, Ariz.”
travel—through Panama Canal—East Coast South America—
Kenneth W. ’34 and Helen Huxley Hufford ’34 live in Lafayette,
Strait of Magellan—West Coast South America—Mexico—British Calif. Ken has retired from his C.P.A. practice and is now an
Columbia,” writes Donal Harrington ’28 from Seattle.
adjunct professor of accounting and auditing courses for John F.
“Biking is my bag,” writes G.W. “Shorty” Huber ’29, who has
Kennedy University, Orinda, Calif. He is also a lecturer in
pedaled around in Europe, and to both coasts from his home in
financial management for Golden Gate University in San
Helena. If his plans have worked out, he should be pedaling
Francisco. Helen keeps busy with her gardening, bridge and golf.
around New Zealand this winter. Shorty works in the Insurance
Alice A. and Mark E. Lawrence ’34 live in Medford, Ore., where
and Legal Division of the Montana Department of
Mark keeps busy by hiking, traveling, and assisting the Southern
Administration.
Oregon Historical Society in marking pioneer roads and trails.
Raymond J. James'29 and his wife Rhetta both retired in 1970.
Mark will soon finish a book called Wood Chips and Trail Dust.
They live in Manteca, Calif., and are active in service clubs.
Cleon V. McNicol ’34 retired as director of South Pacific
Donald W. ’29 and Helen C. Wickes Nelson x’30 are proud of
Division Laboratory of the Army Corps of Engineers in 1976. He
their granddaughter, Nancy Maree Polish, who has just been
recently joined other retired members of the American Chemical
selected the 1983 Junior Miss to represent Montana at the national Society in a consulting firm. He writes that it’s a good way to
finals in Mobile, Ala. Nancy Maree is daughter of Robert and
retire. He and his wife Ada live in San Anselmo, Calif.
Caroline Nelson Polish '63, who live in Deer Lodge.
Letitia K. ’36 and Bernard F. Johnson ’x38 are ranching in
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Ronan, Mont. Letitia is retired from library work in the Missoula
County High School system, and the two of them are active in
community groups. Ben is on the Lake County Planning Board
and is a resource for historians working on local archives.
“After working at the Agricultural Experiment Station at
Huntley for 25 years (which is a department of that nameless
institution located in Bozeman), I retired six years ago. Since then
I’ve taken cruises, taken up the game of golf and am a part-time
duffer,” writes Ethel Fleming ’37. She and Clyde live in Worden,
Mont.
Al Graesser ’39 received a “Distinguished Giving-of-Self” award
last June at the annual conference of the United Methodist
Church. He and his wife Winona Gitchel Graesser ’37 live in
Whitehall, Mont. Their daughter Mary Beth Percival ’69 is a free
lance artist in Missoula. Their younger daughter Christine ’79
works in the Big Apple and is newly married.

40s
William G. Cochran ’40 has retired as manager of Idaho lands
within the Milwaukee Land Co. after 36 years of service. He and
his wife Teresa x’37 make their home in St. Maries, Idaho.
Kathleen Tuott Ketcham '40 has retired as a contracts analyst
after working for Hughes Aircraft Co. for 13 years. She and her
husband William live in El Segundo, Calif.
Henry Loble ’41 was elected district judge of the First Judicial
District. He and his wife Diana live in Helena.
Maynard Sinton ’41 owns Western States Real Estate Co. and
TransUnion Investment Co. with offices in Walnut Creek, Calif.
He specializes in commercial, industrial, and investment real
estate. He lives with his wife of 42 years, Eleanor, in their home in
Danville, Calif.
The American Association of University Women, Missoula
Branch, has awarded a $500 gift to the research and projects
endowment in honor of Josephine Oktabec ’43, M.A. ’53 in
recognition of her significant services to the purposes of A.A.U.W.
Fred A. Henningsen ’46, M.A. '48 is excited about retiring in
1984. He and his wife Johnna live in Missoula.
Roy A. Davidson '47 has retired from the U.S. Corps of
Engineers, Portland District. He lives in Portland and is enjoying
world travel.
Arthur F. Payne M.A. ’48 is burning up the racquetball courts.
In 1982 and 1983 he was the national Golden Masters Over 60
Years racquetball champion, and also in 1983, the doubles
racquetball champ in Chattanooga, Tenn.

50s
Thomas E. Mendel ’50 retired in September after 32 years of
service in the Army. He lives in Kempner, Texas.
Joel G. Roth *51, L.L.B. '57 has been re-elected for a second 6year term as a district judge in Great Falls. His son Stephen is a
3rd-year medical student at Yale Medical School.
E. Arthur Haglund, B.S. '52 in business, was elected Grand
Master of Masons of California at the organization’s 134th
Communication in San Francisco this past October, Haglund
will supervise 600 Masonic lodges in
California. He recently retired after a
30-vear career with Kaiser Aluminum
where he was manager of production
planning for the company's 100
worldwide plants. He and his wife.
Barbara Jean x'52. reside in Lafayette.
Calif.

Dr. William A. Reynolds ’52 practices endocrinology and
internal medicine at the Western Montana Clinic and is
completing this year his final term as the governor of the
American College of Physicians for Montana. Dr. Reynolds and
his wife Joanne reside in Missoula.
Bill Seitz Jr. ’52 was invited to play golf in the U.S.F.&G. ProAm in New Orleans. His partner was Ray Floyd, and the duo
placed second. Bill was the only representative from west of the
Mississippi. Bill and Margaret J. Stanich Seitz ’53 live in Sidney,
Mont.
Col. Lowell L. Maxwell '53 recently retired from the U.S. Air
Force Space Division in Los Angeles, and is now employed part
time as a consultant with Humphreys and Associates, Newport
Beach, Calif. He and his wife Wilma Smith Maxwell x’55 live on
Flathead Lake.
Robert W. Morin M.E. ’53 retired in 1975 after 37 years of
teaching and administrative work. His wife Lois is also a teacher
and his son Dennis graduated from the School of Journalism in
1976. The Morins live in Billings.
Donald C. Orlich '53 is serving on the advisory board of Science
and Children for a three-year term. Science and Children is
published by the National Science Teachers Association. Don and
his wife Patricia live in Pullman, Wash.
Lawrence W. Doggett ’54 retired in August as the personnel and
safety director at ASARCO, Inc. of East Helena. Lawrence had
worked for ASARCO for 29 years.
Ted Landkammer ’54, his wife Dolores ’54, and their daughter
Elizabeth are now operating a day care center in Santa Cruz,
Calif. Ted recently retired after 24 years with the Santa Clara
Probation Department in San Jose, Calif. The family is also active
in real estate.
Dr. Lenore Sheridan x’54 and her husband Donald Tsang live in
Portola Valley, Calif., where she practices internal and pulmonary
medicine at the Palo Alto Medical Clinic. She is also the chairman
of the Department of Medicine at the clinic, a clinical associate
professor of medicine at the Stanford Medical School, and the
medical director of the Bloomfield Medical Service at the Stanford
University Hospital.
Doris Sandsmark Miller ’55 is an accounting technician in
accounting services at Colorado State University. She and her
husband Dwain recently returned from Alaska, where both had
been employed for about 15 months. She worked for the State of
Alaska as a senior clerk of the Fairbanks Youth Facility.
C.E. “Ed” Overturf'55 plans to retire as regional general auditor
for the Exxon Corporation in New York at the end of 1983. He
and his wife Marie Austin x’56 plan to remain in Chatham, N.J.,
for the time being.
William L. Higgins ’58 is the director of internal audit for
United Savings of Texas in Spring, Texas.
Floyd A. Smith '59, M.E. ’64 teaches science at the Olympia
Public Schools and conducts introductory science methods courses
for extension programs at the University of Puget Sound in
Tacoma and at Seattle Pacific University. He and his wife Carolyn
live in Olympia, Wash.
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Charles W. Achauer, M.S. ’57 in
geology, was among 11 researchers
honored in Dallas by the Atlantic
Richfield Company for his work in
carbonate geology. He joined the
company in 1957 as an assistant research
geologist and is now a senior research
associate.
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60s

70s

Richard J. ’60 and Frances Ferland Carissimo '60 are
pharmacists in Tacoma, Wash. Dick has a new job managing the
pharmacy in Albertson’s new Lakewood Superstore, and Fran
works at Payless Pharmacy in Lakewood. Fran just returned from
a month-long, four-nation European tour. They are active in local
services.
James M. Hutchinson '60 writes that he’s “still single after all
these years.” He owns and operates a small business in the San
Diego area. His niece, Annie Miller, is attending UM this year.
Look for the classy photo-essay about Doug Baldwin ’61, M.A.
'65 in the October 1983 issue of Ceramics Monthly. Doug teaches
ceramics at the Maryland Institute in Baltimore.
Dale ’62 and Sharon Labar Haarr ’63 are operating Haarr Bros.
Menswear in Kalispell. Their son Dale Jr. is a junior in high
school and their daughter Jennifer is an 8th grader.
Lt. Col. Blaine Hendricks ’63 is the commanding officer of U.S.
Army personnel assistance points at airports in major western
cities. He assumed command of the post in January 1982. He and
his wife Else, who is from Frankfurt, West Germany, became
proud grandparents in December 1982.
Thomas S. Hines Jr. ’63 is vice-president of finance at Hines
Motor Supply in Billings. He married Sandra Wilde in 1978 and
they have two children, Chris and Jennifer.
Jan Gerbase Jacobsen ’63 and Paul C. Hart ’62 are developing a
new vineyard and winery outside Newberg, Ore. The vineyard is
called Rexhill but the winery is not yet named. They will make
about 7,000 gallons of wine this fall and have an eventual capacity
of 50,000 gallons. Salut!
Katherine Van Vliet Meyer ’64 writes that this has been an
exciting year for her. She was named Lane County’s “Woman of
the Year,” in recognition of her outstanding and sustained service
to the community and state. She is a board member of the
Performing Arts Commissiop, the Family “Y,” and the United
Way, and she is active in the American Association of University
Women and the Alpha Phi Alumnae. She lives in Eugene, Ore.,
with her husband Clifford and their two children.
A1 Price ’64 has been an educator and pipeline worker in Alaska
for ten years. He has lived the last seven years in Barrow, several
hundred miles north of the Arctic Circle.
Frank W. Shaw ’64 is the senior vice-president of the Northwest
Bank in Helena, where he lives with his wife Denise.
Sharon ’64 and Gene Leonard ’65, M.Ed. ’73 live in Missoula.
Sharon is vice-president of Mountain Supply Co. where she has
worked for twelve years. Leonard left education after eighteen
years as a teacher, administrator, and coach, and is now a
financial consultant with Shearson/American Express.
Don ’66 and Louise Snyder Krumm ’66 live in Washington,
D.C., where Louise is program director of the American Language
Institute at Georgetown University. Don has just been hired by the
emergency operations division of the refugee program of the U.S.
State Department.
Ann P. and William H. Ruegamer ’67 live in Sheridan, Wyo.,
where Bill is president of the Bank of Commerce.

Karen Hummel ’74 has passed the United Scenic Artists Union
exam in the costume division. She is now a member of New York
City Local No. 829.
Tom Lampe ’74, ’76 is controller at OKC Limited Partnership in
Dallas, Texas. He and his wife Karen Kirk Lampe have a son.
Bette Lowery Ed.D. ’74 is the new chair of the Division of
Health and Physical Education at Humboldt State University in
Areata, Calif. She is in charge of the budget, personnel, and
policies of the division.
St. Paul Lutheran Church in Ronan, Mont., has hired Barbara
Newby ’74 as its Little Lambs preschool teacher.
Curtis Ray Schwaderer ’74 is working as a pharmacist for
Skaggs Drug Center in Missoula.
Nancy Jean Smith ’74 teaches high school journalism and
English in St. Maries, Idaho. She also is in charge of the school’s
drill team and yearbook. She has one daughter.
Richard R. Wilson ’74 is protocol coordinator at Fort Monroe
in Virginia.
Mark Baker ’75 is employed at Boulder River School and
Hospital in Boulder, Wash. He and his wife Debra live in Helena.
Catherine Hamstrom Conaway '75 is helping her husband
Michael with their family-owned hunting supply business in
Billings. They have a son and a daughter.
Patrick Thomas Fleming ’75 is the chief deputy county attorney
in Butte where he and his wife Mary Irene make their home.
Gene Gemignani '75 works in Missoula as a district parole and
probation officer.
Peggy O’Connell ’75 recently played “Lucy Brown” in the
musical “The Three Penny Opera” at the Tyrone Guthrie in
Minneapolis, Minn. She also has played in the Guthrie’s
production of “Guys ’n’ Dolls.” Peggy is touring with the
Minnesota Opera Company.
Jan Marie Wicks x’75 is attending Highline College and
working for Boeing in Seattle as a servicing control specialist for
engineering equipment.
Bob Barrett ’76 has joined Doug’s Drugs in Thompson Falls as
a registered pharmacist. He also has worked in Billings, Great
Falls and Missoula.
Michael J. Brady ’76 has been ordained a Catholic priest in the
Redemptorist Congregation and is currently assigned to Saint
May’s Parish in Whittier, Calif.
Steve Gaub ’76, M.Ed. ’81 is the superintendent of schools in
Outlook, Mont. His wife Mary Beth gave birth to a baby boy in
April—Christian John.
Jay Kohn ’76 is the new news correspondent in Helena for
KULR-TV in Billings. Jay and his wife Judy live in Clancy and
have two children, Melanie, 7, and baby Jeffrey.
Gayle Rae Larson '76 is an accountant for Galusha, Higgins and
Galusha, in Helena.
Barbara Conrad VanCanagan ’76 graduated last spring from the
UM School of Law and is working as legal counsel for American
Dental Manufacturing Co. in Missoula.
Grace A. Bartholet x'77 has joined Security Bank of Nevada as
vice president and director of marketing.
Gregg Davis ’77 is working on a doctoral degree in mineral
economics at West Virginia University in Morgantown. He and his
wife Nancy live there.
The judges for the Montana Arts Council’s First Book Award
publication competition have selected for publication this year a
book of poems, “Small Mercies,” by Elizabeth Weber M.F.A. *77.
Elizabeth's manuscript was one of twenty-two submitted during
the spring. Madeline DeFrees, one of the two judges, said, “With

Jack D. O’Neill, B.A. ’75 in business
administration, has been promoted to
controller of Cominco American in
Spokane where he will be responsible
for all accounting and data processing.
He joined Cominco in 1981 and
previously served as manager-internal
audit.
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few exceptions, the quality of the poetry manuscripts was
unusually high. . . .” Elizabeth works at the Mansfield Library.
Fred Willis '77 is associated with Paine, Webber, Jackson and
Curtis. Inc. in Billings. He and his wife Jenanne Solberg Willis ’76,
M.M. '78 have three children.
Mary “Mary Beth" Harney ’78. J.D. '81 is an instructor at the
University of Puget Sound School of Law in Tacoma, Wash.
Patrick D. Heaney '78. a native of Missoula, has been named
manager of retail systems at Super Valu Stores, Inc., a
Minneapolis-based food wholesaler and retailer support company.
Virginia S. Iverson '78, '79 has been promoted to assistant
administrator at St. Patrick Hospital in Missoula.
Norman Leroy Kauffman '78 taught five years at Eastern
Mennonite college, where for two years he was department
chairman for the Business Department. He is at Ohio State
University now. starting a Ph.D. program in accounting and
working as a graduate T.A.
Patrick “Rick” Stuber M.E. '78. Ed.D. '84, his wife Joel, and
their three pre-school age children—Gabriel, Jennifer, and
Paana —have moved to Culbertson. Mont., where Rick will be
superintendent of schools.
Julia Bardon Sunde '78 is employed in the marketing
department of Norwest Co. in Minneapolis. Minn.
Robert B. Clapper '79 is a manufacturer’s representative for
Clapper Co. in Billings.
Donald Dwyer '79 is a registered representative for Interstate
Diversified Services in Butte, where he and his wife Sally live.
Joan K. French '79 is a sports writer for the Union-Bulletin in
Walla Walla. Wash.
Richard Martin J.D. '79 is an associate of the Linnell and
Newhall law firm in Great Falls.
Both Richard Robbins M.F.A. '79 and Candace Black M.F.A.
'81 are instructors of English at Oregon State University. The
University of Missouri Press will be publishing Richard’s book of
poems. The Invisible Wedding, in April.
Randall G. Suggitt M.A. '79 has been hired as an instructor by
the Department of Computer, Geologic, and Math Sciences at Lake
Superior Saint College in Sault Ste. Marie, Mich. Randall had
worked in Missoula as a computer programmer for Education
Logistics. He is married and has three children.
Darrel Tade '79, his wife Mayra and two boys, Jude. 6, and
Warren, 11, are now at home ip Scobey, Mont. Darrel is the area’s
first CPA to open an office in Scobey. He is the son of Marvin
and Ellen Tade. prominent ranchers in the area.
Erik B. Thueson '79 has opened his own law office in Great
Falls. He formerly was with the law firm of Hoyt and Trieweiler in
Great Falls. Erik will continue to work in trial cases for plaintiffs.
He and his wife Patricia have a son.
Stacey Weldele-Wade '79. J.D. ’83 has joined the Missoula law
firm of Worden. Thane & Haines. P.C. as an associate.

80s
Barry R. Evans '80 has started graduate school in molecular
biology at the University of Pennsylvania. He lives in Kennett
Square, Penn.
Tim Flaherty '80 works for Buchanan Enterprises in Great Falls,
where he jives with his wife Sarah.
Cheryl A. Hall, M.A. '80 has entered the doctoral program in
sociology at the University of California, San Francisco. She has
been appointed to a research assistantship in the U.C.S.F. Aging
Health Policy Center.
Lynn Marie Jacoby '80 is in her junior year as an intern at the

Northwestern College of Chiropractics, St. Paul, Minn.
Great Falls native Charles S. Lucero '80, J.D. ’83 has joined the
Cascade County Attorney’s Office as a deputy county attorney
prosecuting criminal cases. Lucero had been a law clerk to District
Judge John Henson of Missoula for a year. He is an avid runner
and outdoorsman.
Darr William Riggert '80 operates Streeter’s Country Store in
Big Fork, where he and his wife Debbie live. Big Fork is on the
northeastern shore of beautiful Flathead Lake.
Marvin F. Van Meel x’80 is vice-president of Van Meels
Furniture in Anaconda.
If you need to know anything about the habitat selection,
movements, or home range of the Malayan gaur, refer to the justpublished thesis of P.J. Conry M.S. ’81. Paul studied this type of
wild ox in Central-Prahang, Malaysia. The thesis was published by
Kniphorst’s Publishers in Wageningen, Netherlands.
Glenn J. Pearson '81 works at Western Federal Savings and
Loan in Missoula.
Pamela Uschuk x’81 is bringing poetry to Montana as part of
the Montana Arts Council Poets and Writers in Schools program.
She has taught middle school and at colleges in Oregon, Michigan,
and Arizona. Pam has several books published and has received
four nominations for Pushcart prizes.
Raymond Francis Winter x’81 is a district manager for Pioneer
Pride Meat Co. in Missoula.
Richard J. Balhiser x’82 has been hired by the State of Montana
to be its first rail inspector. Balhiser will inspect track, investigate
rail accidents, and ensure that railroads comply with safety laws.
He lives in Wolf Creek, Mont.
Cathleen A. Bock '82 is teaching math to 6th and 8th graders in
Bayfield, Colo. She is also head coach for girls’ volleyball and
assistant coach for girls’ basketball at Bayfield Middle School.
Robert Allen Branch '82 works with Midwestern Distribution
Inc. of Fort Scott, Kan.
Blaine “Le Gutchipr” Gutcher x’82, who was well on his way to
graduating with high honors in English Lit., is selling sofa$ in a
converted rollerskating rink in Glendive. A native Montanan.
Blaine vows his store will not only survive, but thrive! “Shoot,”
says Gutcher, “I dint need no MBA, I’ll get mine with an MFA.”
Jill Marie Jordon '82 is working on her masters degree in
audiology at Portland State University. She and her husband
Steven live in Portland.
Feel secure if you happen to ski Marshall in Missoula, because
Steve Karkanen x’82 is a legendary medical expert and ski
patrolman. He makes sure your broken bones or frayed nerves
make it to the bottom of the slope. And while you’re waiting for
an ambulance, kick back a bit and enjoy a tall cool one with Nan
Silver x’84.
Alex Kosyak '82 recently began working for Public Drug in
Cut Bank.
Mary Krome x’82 works at the vocational services department
of Missoula Community Hospital.
Ijuin Masayuki ’82 works in the international division of Dai
Ichi Kikaku, the third largest advertising firm in Japan. Ijuin
works primarily on TV ads.
Cherie L. McManus ’82 is an auditor for Montana Bancsystem
Inc. in Missoula.
Nancy A. Nickman '82 is a pharmacist and administrative
resident at United and Children’s Hospitals. Inc. in St. Paul,
Minn. She will complete an M.S. in hospital pharmacy
administration in June 1984, and she plans to enter the doctoral
program in pharmacy at the University of Minnesota.
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Mark Niehaus ’82 is teaching conversational English for a
private language school in Yokohama, Japan.
Mary Bridget Shanahan '82 works at Transport Consultants in
Missoula, where she and her husband Michael Kinney x'81 live.
Richard Schaub '82 works at American Dental Manufacturing
in Missoula.
Keith Atcheson x’83 is a hunting guide and consultant, and is
affiliated with Atcheson and Sons Inc. of Butte.
Jo Lynn Barnicoat '83 is an insurance agent for New York Life
Insurance.
Donald Beckers '83 is working for a CPA firm and living in
Anchorage with his wife Christa Drogitis '83.
The U.S.D.A. Office of General Counsel in Missoula has named
Sally Thane Christensen J.D. '83 to its staff. She will provide legal
counsel to Region One of the Forest Service. A native of
Missoula, Sally has worked for the Missoula County Attorney’s
Office and as a teaching assistant at the UM Law School. She and
her husband Michael have a son.
The presidents of the Public Lands Council, the Association of
State Growing Districts, and the Stockgrowers Association have
announced the selection of Stuart Howard Doggett '83 as Public
Lands Coordinator and Secretary-Treasurer of the Montana
Association of State Growing Districts. Stuart is a native of White
Sulphur Springs, Mont.
William A. Higgason '83 is a loan counselor at First Federal
Savings & Loan in Missoula.
Mrs. John Jackman '83 dropped out of school back in '62 to get
married, but she wouldn’t say no to destiny, and received her A.A.
degree this year. She lives in Superior.
Geoffrey Robert Keller J.D. ’83 is a law clerk in Helena for a
workers’ compensation judge.
Carol Martha Lock ’83 is studying at the American Graduate
School of International Management in Glendale, Ariz.
Diana Peterson x’83 is employed in Great Falls by the C.P.A.
firm of Peterson and Associates.
Peter Lawrence Pierson ’83 writes that he has married Ann
Partridge Mairs and is now an advisor at the Hubert H.
Humphrey Job Corps Center in St. Paul.
John S. Seidl ’83 works as a computer analyst for a computer
firm in Boston.
Evonne Smith ’83 is attending the UM Law School.
Atsuo Umemoto ’83 lives in Seattle and works for a Japanese
shipping company.
Libby resident Bonnie Yahvah ’83 has joined the staff of
Western News as a reporter.

Vicki Lynn Snow ’78 and John Rollin Corwin '75
Christine Lee Graesser '79 and Brian Francis Toal
Dana M. Cunningham and Clark M. Smith Jr. ’79
Charmaine Elizabeth Wilson ’79 and T.J. Voss x’77
Mary Katherine Birgenheier ’80 and Curt Elling Rambo
Jane E. Cregan and Steven P. Knobel x’80
Karyl Neuwerth '80 and Daniel Goldsmith '80
Colleen McCarthy and Daniel Strizic ’80
Karen Lynn Henderson and Stephen Randall Terrell '80
Pam Wright and Charles Mark ’81
Robin Regina Scherer and Robert Allen Branch ’82
Julie Glenn ’82 and Guy Rogers ’81
Kathy J. Bolich and Alan M. Haley MBA ’82
Victoria Ann Harriman ’82 and Edward Wade Ottem
Laura Lynn Sauer and David Paul Kuhl ’82
Suzanne Marie Davis and Rodney James Lane x’82
Jan Leary ’82 and Brad Madison
Pamela Kay Ronseth ’82 and Christopher Thomas Blume x’83
Jean Louise Anacker and John James Russell J.D. ’82
Janice Ann Greany and Bernie Zuroff J.D. ’82
Katharine Colette McPherson and Keith Charles Bennett x’83
Annette Ellene Branstetter x’83 and James Douglas West Jr.
Laura Jean Enyart ’83 and James Matthew McCann x’85
Jackie Erickson x’83 and Jeff Konen ’8 1
Kathleen Marie Friez ’83 and William Robert Wayland '83
Tina Marie Golub ’83 and Robert Dean Osborne
Eileen Kelly ’83 and Kyle Milne ’82
Judy Lawson M.A. ’83 and Randy Lewis
Deborah Kim Powers and Randy Duane Mostad ’83
Kari Lee Christensen and Steve Porter x’83
Judith Ann Vladic ’83 and G. Robert Crotty III x’79
Louise M. Wesen '83 and Steven John Plenger
Shelly Ann Woods ’83 and Michael William Johnson ’80
Janis Luoma x’84 and Kenneth Jones x'82
Joani Eve Teichrow x’84 and Steven Craig Hochhalter ’81
Marjorie Ann Creek x’85 and Douglas John Clark x’85
Paula Lynn Doran x’85 and William James Anderson ’83
Pamela Richards and Doug Moran x’85
Rima Naru x*85 and John Downs ’82
Cara Hochhalter x’86 and John Toomey x’85
Kathleen Ann Wigdorski and Scott Alan Kleinschmidt x’86
Cindy Lou Gebert and Joseph James Turk III x'86
Deborah Kathaleen Hellickson x’87 and Burl Dean French

Births

Marriages

William Emanuel to LuAnn and William C. Weisgerber ’69
Trevor Elliot to Carolyn Hinkle Scalise ’71 and Barry L. Scalise
Keenan James Robbins to Candace Black M.F.A. ’81 and Richard
Robbins M.F.A. ’79

Sonja Wilton Bassett and Willard Wylie ’71
Sharon Lorraine James and David Gary Goss ’73
Ann Florin x’75 and Bob Erickson
Margaret M. Green '75 and Tom Black
Susan K. Harris ’75 and LeRoy Banis x’75
Marsha Lynn McDonald ’75 and Loyd Melvin Larson
Joan M. Screnar x’75 and Roger W. Mitchell ’79
Serena Jean Priscilla Moon and Douglas Patrick Joyce '76,
M.B.A. ’80.
Maria Cristina “Bing” Valencia and Kevin Lind '76
Susan Apple and Eric Manegold x’77
Gretchen Elizabeth Jones ’78 and John Michael Galen x’83
Jean Meuli and Patrick J. Kunz '78

Elsie Steck x’23
John B. Curtis '33
Jack Lubrecht '36
Arthur N. Stubkjare ’36
Tana Wilkinson Larson '39
Edward A. Cebull M.A. '47
Gem Eldo Cox M.Ed. ’50
Virdell Guyer Nettle x’59
Fern Bonnell x'63
Sam D. Rosen M.F.A. ’74
Cynthia Schuster, U M professor of philosophy
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The twinkle in his eye. The crinkle of his nose.
Now you can capture all his most loving glances
with Kodacolor VR 200 film. Even in shifting light
or with sudden movement. It's the most ■ ■ ■
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After all. he’s not just another pretty face,
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